LED LIGHTING
FOR TODAY’S
SMART BUSINESS

Today’s LED lighting solutions delivers high quality light output
for every environment. LED lighting doesn’t draw as much energy
as conventional bulbs, saving you money from the day they’re
installed. Plus, competitive pricing and energy rebates lower
your cost of conversion and result in greater efficiency for your
business, reducing your energy cost for lighting by about 50%.

Advantages of LED

VALUABLE

SUSTAINABLE

EFFECTIVE

Lower your lighting costs
by as much as 50%

Fulfill your corporate
sustainability goals

Improve property security with
high quality LED technology

Capture a return on
investment in 1-3 years

Earn LEED points and
other energy credits

Lower your light heat output to
help control indoor temperatures

Take advantage of energy
rebates and tax deductions

Reduce your carbon footprint

Forget about replacing your LEDs:
LEDs are rated for 50,000 hours of
use – that’s 15-25 years!

Increase your commercial
property value

Made from environmentally safe
and non-toxic materials
Demonstrate a commitment
to energy innovation

PROCESS

CHOOSING YOUR

LED SOLUTION

From the initial analysis to the moment you flip the switch to LED, our
process is designed with you – and your energy savings – in mind.

SITE REVIEW & LIGHTING ANALYSIS Our experts will talk
over your lighting needs with you, analyze your energy use and costs, and
provide you with intelligent LED lighting alternatives for your requirements.

PROJECT ESTIMATE We then prepare a project estimate to show
your company’s financial investment, available financing options, rebates and
warranties. You’ll know exactly what you get for your investment and what
returns to expect.

DESIGN & INSTALLATION Then, we design a custom layout and order
your products. Most installations can be completed in about a week: we deliver a
quality finished product on time and on budget.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

Our process concludes with a final report
that includes a comprehensive project overview plus warranty and safety
information. No job is complete until we conduct a final quality inspection.

NEW
• The easiest way to get energy
efficient lighting. We can work with
you to design a high-quality, lowconsumption lighting system that
meets your needs.
• Offers the best opportunity to make
the most of LED lighting’s advantages
and most advanced design.

RETROFIT
• Does not change the physical
appearance of the existing fixtures.
Increases light output, saves energy
and eliminates maintenance costs.
• Improves the physical appearance
of existing fixtures. Increases
light output, saves on energy and
eliminates maintenance costs.

LAMP
POWERENFO SAVINGS VERIFICATION
We include our PowerEnfo energy monitoring
technology with every commercial project to show
exactly what you’re saving. And from there, you can
modify your consumption habits to further decrease
your power bill.

• Does not change the physical
appearance of the existing fixtures.
• Increases light output, saves energy
by 70% and eliminates maintenance
costs.

FIXTURE
• Improves the physical appearance of
the existing fixtures.
• Increases light output, and saves
50% on energy and eliminates
maintenance costs.

See the big difference
LED lighting can make
and get a free quote!

sales@velosolar.com
154 Krog Street, Suite 140
Atlanta, GA 30307

